MAD-DPD: designing highly degenerate primers with maximum amplification specificity.
This work introduces minimum accumulative degeneracy, a variant of the degenerate primer design problem, which is particularly useful when a large number of sequences are to be covered by a set of restricted number of primers. A primer set, which is designed on a minimum accumulative degeneracy basis, especially helps to reduce nonspecific PCR amplification of undesired DNA fragments, as fewer primer species are present in PCR. A Boltzmann machine is designed to solve the minimum accumulative degeneracy degenerate primer design problem, called the MAD-DPD Boltzmann machine. This algorithm shows great flexibility, as it can be determined either to solve the problem with strict fidelity to covering all input sequences or to exclude some input sequences if it results in less degenerate primers. This Boltzmann machine is successfully implemented in designing a new set of primers for amplification of antibody variable fragments from mouse spleen cells, which theoretically covers more diverse antibody sequences than currently available primers. The MAD-DPD Boltzmann machine is available online at bioinf.cs.ipm.ir/download/MAD_DPD08172007.zip.